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So exactly how often are we going to use our $400 textbook?

We just need it for that one paragraph on page 12.

Low cost options have been met with resistance from publishers

Colleges must find a way to provide quality content to meet students needs
Students report that the cost of required textbooks has caused them to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequently</th>
<th>Occasionally</th>
<th>Seldom/Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not register for a course</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdraw from a course</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>89.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail a course</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not purchase the textbook</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
<td>30.2%</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://chronicle.com/article/In-Students-Minds-Textbooks/231455/?cid=cc&utm_source=cc&utm_medium=en
How do students reduce textbook costs?

- BUY NEW OR USED BOOKS FROM NON-CAMPUS SOURCE (72.3%)
- BUY USED COPIES FROM CAMPUS BOOKSTORE (64.2%)
- SELL USED BOOKS (58.0%)
- SHARE BOOKS (38.9%)
- DO NOT PURCHASE TEXTBOOK RENT (37.1%)
- RENT TEXTBOOKS THROUGH AN ON-CAMPUS... (24.3%)
- USE AN ELECTRONIC VERSION OF A TEXTBOOK (17.0%)
- USE A RESERVE COPY IN THE CAMPUS LIBRARY (12.7%)
- OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (9.1%)
- BUY ONLY THE E-TEXTBOOK CHAPTERS NEEDED... (7.0%)
- ALL OTHER RESPONSES (2.6%)
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What does “OPEN” mean?

Changed by the creators from:

* Copyright - **ALL** Rights Reserved

to

* Copyright - **SOME** Rights Reserved under an open license
  www.creativecommons.org
Basic Conditions

- Download works and share them
- Provide attribution to author/s

Optional Conditions

- Copy, print or distribute the textbook
- Add, remove or alter content (derivative works)
- Use the textbook non-commercially
- No rights reserved
## Open Texts and Publisher eBooks: What’s the Difference?

### Open Textbooks
- Viewed/read for **no** cost online
- Open License i.e. Creative Commons
- Can usually be modified or customized
- Permanently available in a repository or as a free download
- No limits on student self printing
- Low cost print version

### eBooks (Publisher)
- Significant costs
- Restrictive licenses (e.g. no modifications)
- No customization
- Accessible for a limited time period
- Usually have restrictions on the amount of material students can print out
Open access textbooks for which there are a large number of embedded links to digital resources such as original source documents, maps, simulations, videos, games, podcasts, flash animations, and relevant websites.

In many cases, a low cost, print-on-demand version is also available for a Dynamic Textbook.
Open Textbook
Priorities

accessible
adaptable
affordable
Florida Student Textbook Survey Data

- Survey closed December 12, 2010
- n=14,007
- Public, post-secondary students
- Would like to repeat survey annually

Students overwhelmingly said – let me choose how to interact with my instructional materials.

Approximately 70% want the opportunity to buy a print textbook, but also want the opportunity to download it to one or more devices.
Conducted Fall, 2009
N=2707

Florida Public Postsecondary Faculty and Administrators

43% College
57% University

90.4% Faculty
9.6% Administrators
Administrators reported higher rates of use of all types of open access materials.

Colleges: 10.8%
Universities: 12.9%

Majority of this group had used “other” open access supplementary materials.
2010 Legislation allows course instructor or department to determine the extent to which an open-access textbook may exist and be used

Establishment of policies shall address the availability of required textbooks and consideration of open-access textbooks

Legislation encourages departments to participate in development, adaptation and review of open-access textbooks – especially for high demand general education courses
Building on existing and new resources

- **The Orange Grove** is the repository/home for **hundreds of open and online texts**, in addition to many other types of instructional resources
- **University Press of Florida**: the official publisher of Florida’s postsecondary system
- **Integrated Book Technology**: on-demand printer
- **WebAssign**: online homework and grading, secure online testing with targeted feedback

..is a partnership to make open textbooks available for postsecondary education

Launched September, 2009
www.theorangegrove.org
Solution to Identified Need:
faculty have difficulty finding quality open textbooks on internet

* Access – Choose options
  * Download
  * Purchase commercial print copy
  * Self-print
  * Link to it online
The Orange Grove provides at no cost:

- Repository software license – perpetual ($425,000)
- Annual maintenance fee ($85,000)
- Staff support
- Upgrades to software
- 24 X 7 network support
- Bandwidth
- Nightly file backup
Highly recognized and regarded scholarship dissemination for state

- Assist’s with editing, design, index, ISBN #, proof, print, marketing, sales
- Distribution: bookstores (malls and campus)
- Can pay royalties to authors or departments

Go Gators!
Free for All: National Academies Press Puts All 4,000 Books Online at No Charge

June 2, 2011, 1:01 pm
By Josh Fischman

Today the National Academies Press announced it would offer its entire PDF catalog of books for free, as files that can be downloaded by anyone. The press is the publishing arm of the National Academies of Sciences and Engineering, the Institute of Medicine, and the National Research Council, and publishes books and reports that scientists, educators, and policy makers rely on.

This entry was posted in Publishing. Bookmark the permalink.
Powerful Instructional Tools for Faculty and Students

- Delivers an automatic grading solution for math and science courses.
- Reinforces student learning through practice and instant feedback.
- Offers faculty a wide selection of textbooks and advanced teaching tools.
- Learn how WebAssign works
WebAssign

- Independent Company in Raleigh, NC - www.webassign.net

- Dynamic online homework system with feedback
- Automatically graded, tracked assignments
- Multiple question types
- Tools to enter mathematical and chemical notation
- Embed links to open textbook content, videos, tutorials etc.
- Offer instructors the ability to embed personal content (questions, notes, videos) and deliver truly customized courses

Solution to Identified Need:
89% of student survey respondents indicate that practice problems improve their grades
Instructors create assignments online within WebAssign and electronically transmit them to their class.

Students enter their answers online, and WebAssign automatically grades the assignment and gives students instant feedback on their performance.

Much more than just a homework grading system, WebAssign delivers secure online testing, customizable pre-coded questions from a wide range of math and science textbooks, and unparalleled customer service.
The Future of the Textbook includes Open Textbooks

From a Florida Faculty member...

“The open textbook movement at my college is really gaining momentum. My students love me for it, I enjoy having the freedom and flexibility to teach what and how I want, and my administration is ‘seeing the light’ and realizing this is a good way to help our students!”
Join us on Facebook!

http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Orange-Grove/140241062660322

The Orange Grove is on Facebook
Sign up for Facebook to connect with The Orange Grove.

The Orange Grove
The author attempts to clarify why faculty share and the characteristics that indicate someone is an open digital faculty. Anderson suggests that there are two factors that delineate a faculty member's attitude toward openness: a nature influence and a nurture influence." Also outlined are potential ways in which admin...
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To Share or Not to Share: Is That the Question?
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A good explanation of Open Access (OA) and Open Educational Resources (OER) movement and the importance of open access to.
Next steps

* Consider using open textbooks and open resources
* Advocate for open textbooks on your campus and institutional involvement
* Create and share supplemental materials
* Join: www.theOrangegrove.org
* Submit an open textbook for submission and peer review to Kara Schwartz, Acquisitions Editor, University Press of Florida, Kara@upf.com
In 2012, Broward College began using CourseSmart* and McGraw-Hill Open Campus integration with Desire2Learn (Broward College’s learning management system).

CourseSmart provides discounted digital content at up to 60% off the printed price.

McGraw-Hill’s integration will provide steep discounts through the Desire2Learn integration, including access to their digital assets for instructors.

Flatworld provides free e-textbooks, and for a moderate cost users can obtain print versions or various digital options (Kindle, iPad, etc.).

* CourseSmart offers 90% of current textbook titles.
Future e-Textbook and Digital Content Developments at Broward College

Open Educational Resources (OERs)

The Khan Academy (3,600 free video tutorials)

MIT OpenCourseware (2,000 free courses)

Connexions (20,000 free learning modules)

Merlot (35,000 peer reviewed online teaching and learning materials)
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